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	Book No page 1: 6
	Name: Ashley Loftis
	Theme: Artist Books
	Title: Zipper Theory
	Author: Doug Beube
	Date Published: 2010
	Publisher: Doug Beube
	Purchased: Seager Gray Gallery
	Price: 8000
	Why price: Beube's pieces are all very beautiful.  He is known for his work with bookbinding as well as paper, so his work is worth more.  I am also willing to pay more for this work because I've found more of his work to include in my collection.  More of his work will make my collection stronger.
	description: DOUG BEUBE
Zipper Theory
Altered book, collage, ink, graphite, thread and zippers
12 × 24 × 1/2 in
30.5 × 61 × 1.3 cm
$8,000

CONTACT GALLERY
Seager Gray Gallery, Mill Valley
Mill Valley: 415-384-8288
	Fits in Collection: This book shares the tactile nature of some of the other books as well as a strong conceptual background.  While Kentridge expores social relationships, Beube explores relationships within nature, which is really fitting for an object mostly made of natural materials.
	No page 2: 6
	research: Beube makes books and other artwork focusing on maps.  He likes to play around with how space can change based on how it can be artificially spliced and dissected.  It's interesting that he can create a concept so strong just from simple maps and zippers.  This one, for example, speaks to how space can change based on man's interactions within nature.
	Personal reason: I thought this piece looked very interesting and fun.  I especially like that the book can be pulled out and made to be very long by zipping more and more pieces together.  Yet, it can still appear to be a book because it can fold back up accordian-style.


